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Uniscon @ Cloud Expo Europe:
Sealed Platform: Digitization without regrets
At Cloud Expo Europe, Munich-based TÜV SÜD subsidiary Uniscon is presenting their Sealed Platform
for the international market. With this high-security cloud platform, organizations can run
business-critical applications – and still meet their compliance requirements.
12.03.2019 – Munich: Hygiene and the cloud – what do they have to do with each other? Actually a
lot, since hygiene regulations in industrial kitchens are controlled digitally: The collected data is sent
to Uniscons Sealed Platform via professional IoT modules from WAGO – thus protecting the data
against manipulation. In addition, this secures the employee‘s profiles, because under no
circumstances may they reach other employers. This is important to the works council and the
management. The documentation and evaluation of any measured values are finally automated via an
app –time-saving, forgery-proof and compliant with data protection. This is just one example of how
companies can use the Sealed Platform.
"Privacy by Design" for all industries
Uniscons Sealed Platform prevents unauthorized access to apps and data in all industries and sectors
with just a set of technical measures. Even privileged access is excluded. Karl Altmann, CEO of Uniscon,
explains: "All data is reliably protected during processing, storage and transmission – even against
possible insider attacks by the platform provider or administrators." This is due to Uniscons consistent
privacy-by-design approach: "Right from the start, we incorporated most modern data protection and
IT security principles into the concept," says Altmann. For that reason, the Sealed Platform manages
to achieve a truly unique level of security.
Uniscons proprietary cloud platform is available as a private, hybrid or public cloud and is suitable for
all types of applications. Thus, target users are companies with own data centers or clouds, platform
and telco providers as well as independent software vendors.
Visit us!
You want to know what our Sealed Platform can do for your business? Visit us on site at ExCel London:
We will be there for you Tuesday, March 12th and Wednesday, March 13th 2019. Find us at our joint
booth with TÜV SÜD (N12 | S4341).
Do not miss the presentation of Karl Altmann, CEO of Uniscon, on Tuesday, March 12th. Based on
specific use cases, Altmann explains what to consider when security-critical business data and
applications migrate to the cloud:
Title: "Ultra-high security for business critical data and applications in the cloud"
When: March 12 from 2:30 to 2:45 pm
Where: Cloud Security Innovations Strategies & Service Providers Theater
To find more information about Cloud Expo Europe and a contact form to make an appointment, click
here.
A brochure on Uniscon and its products is available for download online.
If you have any questions regarding Sealed Platform or would like to arrange an interview with our IT
security experts, please feel free to contact us. Send us an email or give us a call: presse@uniscon.de
or +49 (0)89 / 41 615 988 104
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Uniscon - a company of the TÜV SÜD Group
Uniscon GmbH is a company of the TÜV SÜD Group. As part of TÜV SÜD's digitization strategy, Uniscon offers highly secure
cloud applications and solutions for secure and legally compliant data traffic. TÜV SÜD is one of the world's leading technical
service providers with over 150 years of industry-specific experience and more than 24,000 employees at around 1,000
locations in 54 countries. Within this strong network, Uniscon is able to reliably implement large-scale international projects
in the IoT and Industry 4.0 sectors with the Sealed Cloud and its products.
Further information on partners and products: www.uniscon.de
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